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A fashion statement

Photographer and artist invest in Canada's future with Web site devoted to design industry

Judy Steed
FEATURE WRITER

For seven years, Marek Wlazlo toiled at night as a hotel maintenance man and for five years studied 
photography by day at the Ontario College of Art. 

Anita Wypych likewise paid her dues, waiting tables at the Limelight Dinner Theatre to the 
repetitive strains of ``Singing In The Rain'' - while pursuing a four-year course in printmaking also at 
OCA. 

Together, this ambitious pair of Polish immigrant-artists, having escaped a Communist regime that 
stifled creative and entrepreneurial freedom, worked hard, slept little and dreamed big. 

Two weeks ago, it all came to fruition with the launch of their Web site, Minimidimaxi.com - the 
Canadian Fashion Stage. 

It's a first for Canada: the first Internet database to link and promote key players in the booming 
Canadian fashion industry, to provide mini-Web pages with photographs for individual designers, 
models, stylists, photographers and retailers. But Minimidimaxi is more than that; it's also a 
sophisticated marketplace where fashionistas can mingle, online, to explore the scene, find out what 
fashion shows are happening, what trends are emerging, who's making what, who's causing buzz. 

``We did all this research about the Canadian fashion industry and discovered, like wow, it's really 
big,'' Wypych says. Including apparel manufacturing, textiles, footwear, fur, leather and beauty 
(cosmetics), the over-all industry generates revenues of at least $20 billion a year. 

Which provides a market big enough for Minimidimaxi - its name chosen to encapsulate, as the 
Web site says, ``the vision of the company to include any business regardless of size, budget or 
geographical location on the Canadian fashion stage.'' 

It is already having an impact, much to the delight of Ula Zukowska, a Toronto fashion and 
furniture designer with a showroom and studio on Richmond Street West. Her company, Ula2.com, signed up with Minimidimaxi, paid its 
annual $50 fee, got a Web page - and the next day, received a call from a Halifax retailer who was interested in selling her products. 

``It's proof that the Web site and the Internet are working,'' says Zukowska. 

``Minimidimaxi.'' Wypych, 34, answers the phone in the couple's Kensington Market apartment, where the entire space - just like their 
lives - is taken over by their work. 

It was on their dining room table that Wypych adapted free software, otherwise known as open source software (available on the 
Internet), to develop the Minimidimaxi program that allows subscribers to update their Web pages at any time. 

It's a daunting task - to teach oneself computer programming, to design a complete Web site from scratch - but Wypych did it, with 
Wlazlo's support. 
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FASHIONABLE TEAM: Anita 
Wypych and Marek Wlazlo set 
up Web service to promote 
Canada's thriving fashion 
industry.
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During a recent Boucheron perfume launch at the Four Seasons Hotel, Wlazlo, 38, laden with camera gear, and Wypych, working on her 
laptop computer, functioned as a travelling office. He took pictures for the Web site, she made contacts for the Web site, and then they 
set off for their next engagement. 

The $50,000 investment they've made in camera equipment ``is the house we don't have,'' says Wypych with a laugh. Every cent they 
generate is funnelled back into the business. 

``We have a perfect credit history,'' she says proudly. ``We've never missed a payment in our lives.'' 

Their story begins in Lodz, Poland, where Wlazlo was the director of a collaborative, underground theatre group. Part of a rich cultural 
tradition, he had trained with Wlodzimierz Staniewski, a prot*g* of the great Polish theatre visionary Jerry Grotowski (who is considered 
on a par with Stanislawski, the legendary Russian director). 

Was it a great loss to lose such a dynamic heritage when he left Poland? 

``Yes and no,'' says Wlazlo. 

Wypych jumps in. ``It was my fault. I came to Canada and he followed me.'' They are, she says, ``soulmates.'' 

They had met as teenagers in underground theatre, involved in cultural activities that supported free thinking. 

Raised by her scientist mother and step-father, a well known political activist, Wypych was not close to her biological father, a respected 
chemistry professor, during her childhood. He taught at a university in Nigeria for a decade, but when he immigrated to Canada in 1986, 
Wypych came with him. 

Wlazlo had a hard time getting a passport to leave Poland, and was harassed by the Polish equivalent of the KGB, the Russian secret 
service. 

When he arrived in Toronto in 1987, she had already embarked on her art studies. They married that year, and after completing her 
program at OCA, she tried to make a living out of her art work. She had a studio near Dufferin Street and King Street West, a New York 
dealer, exhibitions of her paintings, good reviews - ``but I couldn't make a go of it financially.'' 

Wlazlo encouraged her to go back to OCA to study multimedia design in 1992. ``The Internet was in its infancy but there weren't any 
commercial Web sites yet,'' Wypych says. She did not know, then, that she would be in the vanguard of a brand new industry: Web site 
design. 

Wlazlo, meanwhile, finished his photography course and started shooting fashion shows, musicians and products. 

They formed their first joint business, Animar, in 1994. Computer literate, Wypych found a niche designing Web sites and doing 
multimedia design for small to medium-size businesses. ``The combination of computers and art was perfect for me,'' she says. 

Wlazlo continued as a photographer for fashion shows and designers, and together they built their first Web site in 1996, with his 
photos and listings of upcoming shows. 

``It was hard to find out when these events were happening,'' Wlazlo says. 

Indeed, by 1998, the Animar web site was getting 50,000 hits a month, providing free information on the fashion industry, which led to 
the idea for Minimidimaxi. 

Their business is an outgrowth of the Internet, and typical of the new ventures that are springing from its unique communicative reach. 
``The Internet embodies exactly what we believe,'' says Wypych. ``It is a true democracy, where anyone can speak no matter how big or 
how small.'' 

`Net embodies exactly what we believe. It is a 
true democracy, where anyone can speak no 
matter how big or how small' 
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``Through the Internet, we can get the Canadian fashion industry out to the world, and get jobs from countries we could never visit.'' 

Yet, they are as critical of North American democracy as they are of Eastern European communism: ``Both systems brainwash people. 
Here, people are brainwashed by consumerism.'' 

But aren't they promoting consumerism? Isn't the fashion industry the ultimate in consumerism? Wypych sighs. ``That's true. But what 
we are doing is different. We are promoting the Canadian fashion industry. 

``We're not saying everyone should wear GAP or Banana Republic clothes. We're promoting freedom of choice. We have talented 
Canadian designers right here in Toronto but most people don't know about them because of the bombardment of commercials from big 
U.S. companies.'' 

In European society, she says, people use clothing more vividly to express who they are as individuals. 

``Here, people are brainwashed into wearing the same uniforms, the same GAP jeans, the same looks that are sold by the big American 
manufacturers.'' 

She admits some think the site will flame out. 

``They think we will close down in a year, and it's part of our mission to explain to people they can be part of a community in the long 
term.'' 

They see international potential for Minimidimaxi - perhaps eventually providing Web sites that focus on the Paris or London fashion 
scene - but for now, they plan to grow on Canadian soil. 

``This is Canada's fashion stage,'' Wypych says, ``and now we can project it around the world.''


